The heterogeneous distribution of BRAF mutation supports the independent clonal origin of distinct tumor foci in multifocal papillary thyroid carcinoma.
Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is frequently multifocal. Independent PTC foci may occur either from intraglandular metastases from a single dominant tumor or as unrelated neoplastic clones. In rare cases, the simultaneous presence of PTC foci of different histopathological subtypes points to independent sites of tumor formation. We examined the pattern of BRAF mutations in noncontiguous tumor foci and node metastases from 69 patients affected by multicentric PTC. These included 19 cases characterized by the simultaneous presence of different PTC histopathological variants. BRAF (exon 15) mutation was examined by PCR-single strand conformational polymorphism followed by DNA sequencing in laser-capture microdissected tissue samples. Discordant patterns of BRAF mutation were found in about 40% of the multifocal PTCs. In node metastases, BRAF mutations were, in most but not all the cases, concordant with the dominant tumor. A discordant pattern of BRAF mutation was also found in about 50% of the cases in which multiple foci of different histopathological variants were present. The heterogeneous distribution of BRAF mutations suggests that discrete tumor foci in multifocal PTC may occur as independent tumors. This information has to be considered in the design of targeted therapeutic approaches with BRAF pathway inhibitors.